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SDI-SD-20xx, Standard for Steel Roof and Floor Deck
This comprehensive standard, with accompanying non-mandatory user notes, sets requirements and guidelines for all aspects of steel roof deck, non-composite steel floor deck, and composite steel floor deck applications, from design through installation.
In the general interest category, stakeholders include related trade associations, specifying and consulting engineers, code officials, and academics. In the user category, stakeholders include general contractors, steel fabricators, structural steel and deck installers. In the producer category, stakeholders include steel deck manufacturers.
SDI-SD-20xx is a consolidation and revision of existing ANSI/SDI-NC-2017, ANSI/SDI-C-2017, and ANSI/SDI-RD-2017 Standards into a single Standard. SDI-SD-20xx is a Standard for steel roof and floor deck to be used by designers, specifiers, manufacturers, and installers. The Standard sets guidelines and requirements relating to quality assurance, materials, design, materials handling, and installation of steel roof and floor deck. Non-mandatory user notes and commentary are included for further clarification and guidance.
For more information, contact Bob Paul, bob@sdi.org.

SDI-T-CD-20xx, Test Standard for Composite Steel Deck Slabs
(revise existing ANSI/SDI-T-CD-2017 standard)
This comprehensive standard, with accompanying non-mandatory user notes, sets requirements and guidelines for structural testing of composite steel deck slabs.
In the general interest category, stakeholders include related trade associations, specifying and consulting engineers, code officials, and academics. In the user category, stakeholders include general contractors, steel fabricators, structural steel and deck installers. In the producer category, stakeholders include steel deck manufacturers.
SDI-T-CD-20xx is a revision of the existing ANSI/SDI-T-CD-2017 standard. ANSI/SDI-T-CD-2017 is a standard for structural testing of composite steel deck slabs to be used by designers, specifiers, manufacturers, and installers of composite steel deck slabs. The specification sets guidelines and requirements relating to methods for structural testing of composite steel deck slabs. Non-mandatory user notes are included for further clarification and guidance.
For more information, contact Bob Paul, bob@sdi.org.